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1 IntroductionThe dominance order on points in the plane is given by the relations p � q if px � qx andpy � qy . Here and throughout the paper px and py denote the x- and y-coordinates of apoint p. The symbol P will always be an n-element set of points in the plane togetherwith the dominance relation. A subset C of P is a chain if any two members p; q of Care comparable, i.e., either p � q or q � p. On the other hand, a set A � P with no twodi�erent points comparable is an antichain. If a subset C of P can be covered by k chainsit is called a k-chain. If C is a k-chain but not a (k � 1)-chain we call C a strict k-chain.A k-chain C is maximum if no other k-chain contains more elements than C. This paperdeals with the problem of �nding such k-chains in P . Note that the \greedy method" thatrepeatedly removes maximum chains may fail in computing a maximum k-chain even fork = 2 (see e.g. the point set of Figure 1).A permutation �: f1; : : : ; ng ! f1; : : : ; ng may be represented by points (i; �(i)) inthe plane. Chains and antichains of a point set correspond to increasing and decreasingsubsequences of a permutation. Hence, �nding maximum k-chains amounts to computingmaximum k increasing subsequences. Fredman [3] shows that �nding a maximum increas-ing subsequence requires 
(n logn) comparisons. Of course, this also gives a lower boundfor k-chains, k � 2. On the other hand, an algorithm to compute a longest increasingsubsequence in a permutation in time O(n logn) pertains to mathematicians folklore. Acareful treatment of the algorithm can be found in [3], older sources are e.g. [1] or [8].Interest in k-chains of orders goes back to Greene and Kleitman [7, 6] who discovereda rich duality between maximum k-chains and maximum `-antichains. From this theorywe quote a theorem relating maximum k-chains to maximum `-antichains.Theorem 1 For an order P with n elements there exists a partition � of n, such that theFerrers diagram F� of � has the following properties:(1) The number of squares in the k longest rows of F� equals the size of a maximumk-chain, for 1 � k � n.(2) The number of squares in the ` longest columns of F� equals the size of a maximum`-antichain, for 1 � ` � n.The history of algorithms for maximum k-chains seems to start in some of the manyalternative proofs for the Greene-Kleitman Theorems, we mention two of these approaches.In [13] Viennot deals with the case of permutations or point sets respectively and indicateshow to �nd k-chains in time O((n2=k) logn). For general orders Frank [2] uses networkows which results in algorithms to compute maximum k-chains in an arbitrary orderin time O(n3). Gavril [4] uses a network designed speci�cally for k-chain computationsand improves the time bound to O(kn2). Gavril's approach was adapted to handle theweighted case within the same complexity by Sarrafzadeh and Lou [12]. For the case ofplanar point sets Lou, Sarrafzadeh, and Lee [10, 9] propose algorithms to compute 2- and3-chains in optimal time O(n logn). They are motivated to consider k-chains in planarpoint sets by problems in VLSI design, e.g., multi-layered via minimization for two-sidedchannels. Maximum k-chains also turn out to be useful in computational geometry, e.g.,for counting points in triangles (see [11]).We describe a fairly simple method to �nd maximum k-chains for arbitrary k in timeO(kn logn) and linear space. Our approach is based on the useful concept of the skeleton2



of P introduced by Viennot [14] (see also [13]). We use a maximum (k � 1)-chain in theskeleton to partition the plane into k regions. Taking a maximum chain from each of theregions already yields a maximum k-chain. Our method leads to a kind of complementaryalgorithm to the O((n2=k) logn) algorithm of Viennot.In Section 2 the notion of skeletons is introduced. We give an algorithm to computethem and show that a point set P is determined by the skeleton S(P ) and two additionalchains ofmarginal points. The notion of skeletons leads to a geometric interpretation of thewell known bijective correspondence between permutations and pairs of Young tableaux(the Robinson-Schensted correspondence, see, e.g., [8]). The section ends with a briefexposition of this connection.Section 3 starts with the development of the combinatorial background for the algo-rithm. The algorithm is described in fairly detailed pseudocode and its correctness isproved. As a byproduct we provide a direct geometric proof for part (1) of Theorem 1 forpermutations. Section 4 is devoted to a complete presentation of Viennot's O((n2=k) logn)algorithm for k-antichains. A byproduct of the analysis is the direct geometric proof forpart (2) of Theorem 1 for permutations. The constructions from Section 3 and Section 4both imply a result of Greene [5] stating that the shape of the Ferrers diagram F� inTheorem 1 is just the shape of the Young tableaux corresponding to the permutation.In Section 5 we extend the concept of skeletons to the case where a real weight w(p)is associated with each point p in P . The algorithm of Section 3 is extended to workwith weighted planar point sets and weighted skeletons. This yields a maximum weightedk-chain in time O(2kn log(2kn)) and space O(2kn). Of course, this makes sense only forsmall values of k. But note that even for constant k no better algorithm than that ofSarrafzadeh and Lou [12] with running time O(kn2) was known. Unfortunately, it is notobvious how to extend the algorithm of Section 4 computing a maximum k-antichain in asimilar way to the weighted case.2 Skeleton and Young tableauxLet P be our planar point set with n elements. We will always assume that the pointsof P are in general position, i.e., no two points have the same x- or y-coordinate. Ar-guments are simpler if we assume this generality. In the case of duplicate coordinateswe can perturb the points such that they are in general position without changing thecomparability relations. Simply change the values of the x-coordinate of points with thesame x-coordinate|by de�nition they are comparable|by a small amount such they getincreasing x-coordinates with increasing y-coordinates. Points with the same y-coordinateare perturbed analogously. Such perturbations can be made in a single sweep, i.e., in timeO(n logn). As is easily seen, the complexity of all algorithms in this paper remains asclaimed even if we make such a sweep whenever we start working with a new set of points.The height of a point p 2 P is the size of a longest chain with p as maximal element. Ofcourse, two points of the same height cannot be comparable. Hence, collecting points withthe same height in the same set yields a partition A of P into antichains, the canonicalantichain partition. Observe that this partition is also obtained by a repeated removalof the set of minimal elements. By de�nition, the number of antichains in a canonicalpartition is the size of a largest chain in P , a maximum chain (see Fig. 1). Since, obviously,3



Figure 1: The canonical antichain partition and a maximum chain.a chain and an antichain can have at most one point in common, there can be no partitioninto fewer antichains than there are in A, i.e., it is a minimal antichain partition.Following Viennot, we de�ne the left shadow of point p as the set of all points (u; v)dominating p, i.e., with u � px and v � py. For a set E of points, the shadow of E is theunion of the shadows of the points of E, i.e., the set of all points q dominating at least onepoint of E. The right shadow of p is the set of all points (u; v) with u � px and v � py .The term shadow suggests some light coming from the left below, or from the right belowin the case of a right shadow (of course, this should not be taken too verbally, since the\shadows" have a form that is scarcely realizable physically). The right down shadow ofp is the set of all points (u; v) with u � px and v � py . The right and right down shadowsof a set E are again de�ned as the union of the corresponding shadows of the points of E.The left jump line or simply jump line, L%(E) or L(E), of a point set E is the topo-logical boundary of the left shadow of E. The right jump line L-(E) and the right downjump line L. of E are the topological boundaries of the right and the right down shadowof E. Let the unbounded half line of the jump line extending upwards be the top outgoingline, and let the unbounded half line extending to the right be the right outgoing line. Ad-ditionally, we use the term left outgoing line when dealing with right or right down jumplines. It is easily seen that the jump line L(A) of an antichain A is a downward staircasewith the points of A in its lower corners. Collect the points in the upper corners of L(A)in the set S%(A) = S(A) this is the set of skeleton points or briey the skeleton of theantichain A. Formally, if (x1; y1); : : : ; (xk; yk) are the points of A ordered by increasingx-coordinate then S(A) consists of the points (x2; y1); : : : ; (xk; yk�1). Hence, L(A) hasexactly jAj � 1 skeleton points (see Fig. 2).The minimal elements of a point set P form an antichain A such that the rest P � Alies completely in the shadow of A. Hence, by removing A and treating P � A in thesame way, we recursively obtain the canonical antichain partition A = A0; : : : ; A��1 withnonintersecting jump lines L(Ai), 0 � i < �, which will be called the layers Li(P ) of P .4



points of Ppoints of S(P )
Figure 2: Point set P , its skeleton, and the shadow of 3rd layer.The skeleton or left skeleton of P , denoted by S(P ) or S%(P ), is then de�ned as the unionof the skeletons S(Ai), 0 � i < �. Since, as noted above, the i-th layer Li(P ) has jAij � 1skeleton points, the size of S(P ) is jP j � �. A picture of a point set P , its skeleton S(P ),its antichain layer partition, and the shadow of antichain 2 can be found in Fig. 2. Let usstate an easy but quite useful observation.Lemma 1 Suppose a point set P is partitioned into k antichains Ai in such a way thatthe jump lines L(Ai) are pairwise disjoint. Then A1; : : : ; Ak is the canonical antichainpartition of P .Proof. Suppose the Ai are ordered by increasing x-coordinates of the top outgoing lines ofthe L(Ai). Then P � A0 is in the shadow of A0. Hence, by the de�nition of the shadow,each point of P �A0 dominates at least one of A0 and no point of A0 dominates any otherpoint in P , i.e., A0 are just the minimal elements of P . Repeat the procedure on P �A0.Let us describe a simple algorithm to compute the skeleton, a maximum chain, andthe canonical antichain partition of a point set P (see Fig. 3). Essentially, this is the well-known algorithm for longest increasing sequences of permutations (for a geometricallyinspired version see [10]). A sweep line L going from left to right halts at every point ofP . It contains an ordered set of markers m. A marker m on L has a y-coordinate my andm is said to be above a point p if my > py.Suppose L halts at some point p and the layers have been constructed for all pointsto the left of L. Find the next layer with right outgoing line above p. If there is no suchlayer (i.e., the marker found equals the dummy point), open a new one with p as its (yet)sole point. If there is one, add p to this layer and generate a new skeleton point. It iseasily seen that the jump lines thus constructed cannot intersect and hence are the layersof a canonical antichain partition, by Lemma 1. Finally, a maximum chain is obtained by5



SKLETON(P )insert dummy du in L at height +1; link(du) nil;k 0; S  ;;for each p 2 P from left to right doinsert a new marker m0 in L with m0y  py;point(m0) p;m next marker below p on L;link(p) point(m);m next marker above p on L;if m = du thenAk  fpg; antichain(m) Ak; k  k + 1;else add v to antichain(m);add skeleton point (Lx; my) to S;remove m from L;v  point(m), m uppermost marker on L; C  fvg;while link(v) 6= nil dov  link(v); C  C [ fvg;return S;C;A0; : : : ; Ak�1; Figure 3: Algorithm SKELETONextracting a point from each of the antichains along a chain of properly established links.With L implemented as a dynamic binary tree we haveTheorem 2 Algorithm SKELETON computes the skeleton, a maximum chain, and thecanonical antichain partition of a point set P of size n in time O(n log(n)) and linearspace.For the de�nition of the right skeleton S-(P ) use the right shadow and the right jumplines. And for the right down skeleton S.(P ) use right down shadow and right downjump lines. Of course, with S-(P ) we obtain the canonical chain partition instead ofthe antichain partition. By symmetry, a lemma corresponding to Lemma 1 but dealingwith chains instead of antichains is again true. With S.(P ) we again obtain an antichainpartition. A layer of this partition contains all the points with the same dual height (thedual height of p is the length of a maximum chain that has p as its minimal element).It is convenient to conceive the construction of the skeleton as an operator on �nitepoint sets consisting of points in general position, since the points of the skeleton S(P )again have pairwise di�erent x- and y-coordinates. Thus, we may apply operators S%and S- to S(P ). As usual, the k-fold iteration of an operator O will be denoted by Ok ;O0 means identity. Sk(P ) will be called the k-th skeleton of P . An interesting algebraicproperty of S% and S-, they are commutative, is shown in [15].One of the properties that seem to lie behind the usefulness of skeletons is the fact thatit is possible to reconstruct P from S(P ) with a small amount of additional information.Let xmax be the maximal x-coordinate of points in P , and let ymax be de�ned analogously.Then the right marginal pointsMR(P ) of P are the points (xmax+1; y1); : : : ; (xmax+�; y�),6



points of Ppoints of S(P )marginal points M
Figure 4: P is the right down skeleton of S(P )[M(P ).where � is the number of layers of P and y1; : : : ; y� are the y-coordinates of the rightoutgoing lines of the layers ordered increasingly (see Fig. 4). Assuming x1; : : : ; x� to bethe x-coordinates of the top outgoing lines of the layers in increasing order the top marginalpoints MT (P ) of P are (x1; ymax+ 1), : : : ; (x�; ymax + �) (see Fig. 4). Note that each ofMR(P ) and MT (P ) is a chain of length height of P . With M(P ) we denote the collectionof marginal points of P , i.e., M(P ) = MR(P ) [MT (P ).Theorem 3 A point set P is the right down skeleton of the skeleton S(P ) together withthe marginal points of P , i.e., P = S.( S(P ) [M(P ) ).Proof. The jump line L(A) of an antichain A nearly coincides with the right down jumpline L1 = L.(S(A[ fs; tg)) of the skeleton of A with an arbitrary point s somewhere onthe top outgoing line of L(A) and some point t on the right outgoing line. More precisely,between s and t the two jump lines are equal. As the marginal points on the top and rightoutgoing lines are chosen so that they form chains, we may bend the original jump lines ofP at the marginal points and the bended lines remain nonintersecting. Each bended lineL is the right down jump line of the points of S(P ) [M(P ) contained in it. Moreover,the points of S(P ) [M(P ) contained in each of these lines form an antichain and eachpoint is on one of these lines. Hence, the right down version of Lemma 1 applies and weare done.A partition of an integer n is a sequence of integers �0 � �1 � � � � � ���1 > 0 such thatn = �0+ � � ����1. Such a partition may be represented graphically by a Ferrer's diagramalso called Young shape. This is a shape as that of the two �gures in Fig. 6, which consistsof � rows of rectangles or cells with �i cells in row i, when rows are taken from bottom totop (also called \French notation"). If numbers1 are put in these cells in increasing order1In the classical theory these are the numbers 1 : : : n which gives a correspondence between pairs ofYoung tableaux and permutations. In the present context it is convenient to allow real entries.7
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Figure 5: The �rst two layers L1(P ) and L2(P ) of P .from left to right and from bottom to top we obtain a Young tableau. If Y is a Youngtableau we denote the cell in the i-th column from the right and j-th row from below byY(i; j), with i; j � 0.Since we will often refer to the number of layers of P , let us adopt the followingnotation. Let �(P ) be minimal with S�(P )(P ) = ;. Then �i(P ), 0 � i < �(P ), denotesthe number of layers of Si(P ). It is convenient to assume �i(P ) = 0 for i � �(P ).Lemma 2 Let P be a point set then �0(P ) � �1(P ) � � � � � ��(P )�1 > 0, and jSk(P )j =Pk�i<� �i(P ), where � = �(P ). In particular �0(P ); �1(P ); : : : ; ��(P )�1 > 0 is a partitionof n.Proof. By Theorem 3, the number of antichains in a minimal antichain partition ofS(P ) [M(P ) is the same as �0(P ), the size of the canonical antichain partition of P .Hence, �1(P ), the size of a minimal antichain partition of S(P ) is at most �0(P ). Thesame argument shows the other inequalities. The sum over the �i(P ) is computed easilyby using jS(P )j = jP j � �0(P ) and induction.Let P be a planar set of n points. We associate two tableaux P(P ) and Q(P ) (the P-and Q-symbol of P ) with P in the following way. The k-th row of P(P ), k � 0, are they-coordinates of the right outgoing lines of Sk(P ) in increasing order. The k-th row ofQ(P ), k � 0, are the x-coordinates of the top outgoing lines of Sk(P ) in increasing order.Compare the outgoing lines of the �rst two layers of Fig. 5 with the �rst two rows of theYoung tableaux in Fig. 6. According to Lemma 2, P(P ) and Q(P ) have �i(P ) cells intheir i-th row from below and jP j cells altogether. Hence, the shape of the tableaux P(P )and Q(P ) is a Young shape. We denote the number of cells in the i-th column (from left)with ��i (P ). Obviously, ��0(P ) � ��1(P ) � � � � � ��̀�1(P ) and P0�i<` ��i (P ) = jP j, where` = �0(P ). The ��i (P ) are the conjugate partition of the �i(P ) for the integer jP j.Our �rst observation about the P- and Q-symbol concerns the inverse P�1 of P ,which is the point set that is obtained from P by the transposition (x; y)! (y; x), i.e., by8
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Figure 6: The P- and Q-symbol of point set P of Fig. 5.reection on the diagonal line x = y. Obviously, the corresponding P- and Q-symbols aresimply interchanged.Theorem 4 For the inverse P�1 of a point set P , P(P�1) = Q(P ) and Q(P�1) = P(P ).Theorem 5 (Robinson-Schensted) The tableaux P(P ) and Q(P ) of a point set P areYoung tableaux. Moreover, for any two Young tableaux P and Q with the same shape thereexists a point set P with P = P(P ) and Q = Q(P ), i.e., there is a bijection between pointsets and pairs of Young tableau with the same shape.The reader interested in the proof of this theorem and in a more comprehensive treat-ment of geometric approaches to the theory of Young tableaux is referred to Viennot [14]and Wernisch [15].3 Maximum k-chainsSuppose a subset CS of the skeleton S(P ) of a planar point set P is given and let C1; : : : ; Ckbe the canonical chain partition of CS . The existence of such a chain partition implies thatCS is a k-chain (the converse is false, a k-chain can have a partition into fewer chains).We de�ne the i-th region of CS , for 2 � i � k, to be the intersection of the right shadowof Ci�1 with the complement of the right shadow of Ci, i.e., the region between the jumplines of Ci�1 and Ci, containing the jump line of Ci�1 but excluding that of Ci (see Fig. 7).The �rst region is the complement of the right shadow of C1 and the (k+ 1)-st region isthe right shadow of Ck. These k + 1 regions partition the whole plane.A description of the main steps of an algorithm computing k-chains can be given withthis concept of the region (a more detailed description can be found in Fig. 9). The readermay want to visualize the following steps on Fig. 7.1. Compute the skeleton S(P ) of a planar point set P .2. Compute recursively a (k � 1)-chain Ck�1 of S(P ).3. For all regions R de�ned by Ck�1, extract a maximum chain from P intersected withR. The union of all chains is a maximum k-chain for P .9
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Figure 7: Three regions de�ned by a maximum 2-chain of the skeleton each containingone chain.To demonstrate the correctness of the approach we need another de�nition. An anti-chain A of P and its jump line are said to cross region R well if R\L(A) = R\L(A\R).That is, A crosses R well exactly if the jump line L(A) enters R vertically and leaves Rhorizontally (see Fig. 8).The next lemma expresses the key property of well crossing antichains that makesthem useful for our purposes.Lemma 3 Let R be a region of CS � S(P ) and let A1; : : : ; A� be the canonical antichainpartition of P . If I is the set of all indices i such that Ai is crossing R well, then thecollection fAi \R j i 2 Ig is the canonical antichain partition of the underlying point setSi2I Ai \R.Proof. Let R be the `-th region and let p = L(Ai) \ L-(C`) and p0 = L(Aj) \ L-(C`)with i < j. Note that any two points on L-(C`) are comparable. Since L(Aj) is in theshadow of L(Ai) we cannot have p0 � p, hence p � p0. Since Ai is crossing R well, the linesegment of L(Ai \R) that ends in p is vertical. The same holds for L(Aj \R) and p0. Asthe two jump lines are disjoint we obtain px < p0x. Therefore, we can extend L(Ai \ R)and L(Aj \ R) by vertical half lines without introducing an intersection.A similar argument shows that the y-coordinates of q = L(Ai) \ L-(C`�1) and q0 =L(Aj) \ L-(C`�1) are related by qy < q0y . Hence, the corresponding right half lines donot cross. Altogether the jump lines L(Ai [ R) are pairwise disjoint and, by Lemma 1,fAi \R j i 2 Ig is the canonical antichain partition of the underlying set.Lemma 4 Let CS � S(P ) and let A be an antichain of the canonical partition of P . Ifm is the number of skeleton points on A that are in CS then the number of regions of CScrossed well by A is at least m+ 1. 10
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Figure 8: L crosses some region R well in the section between c and c0.Proof. Let c be a point of CS on the jump line L of A. Let p and q be the points of A tothe left and below c that de�ne it (see Fig. 8). Then it is obvious that L leaves the regioncontaining p horizontally and enters that of q vertically. Of course, the top outgoing lineof L is vertical and the right outgoing line is horizontal.Note that if L leaves one region vertically the region of the next point of A to the rightis entered vertically too. Now consider the m + 1 sections of L from left to right before,between, and after its m points in CS (possibly m equals 0). Since in each such section Aenters its �rst region vertically and leaves its last region horizontally, there must be someregion crossed well by A in between.Lemma 5 Let CS be a (k � 1)-chain in the skeleton S(P ) of P and let � be the heightof P . Taking a maximum chain of P \R in each region R of CS yields a k-chain of P ofsize at least jCSj+ �.Proof. Let A1; : : : ; A� be the canonical antichain partition of P . Each point of CS is askeleton point of exactly one antichain Ai. If mi is the number of skeleton points of Ai inCS , for 1 � i � �, then, according to Lemma 4, the antichains Ai cross the regions well inaltogether at least P1�i��(mi+ 1) = jCSj+� sections. On the other hand, by Lemma 3,each such section crossing well some region contributes one more point to the maximumchain of that region.Note that Lemma 5 does not require the (k � 1)-chain CS to be maximum. We nowshow a kind of reverse to Lemma 5.Lemma 6 Let C be a k-chain in P . There exists a (k � 1)-chain in the skeleton S(P )with size at least jCj � �, where � is the height of P .Proof. By Theorem 3, P is the right down skeleton of S(P )[M(P ). The chains MR(P )and MT (P ) of marginal points both have size �. Hence, we may reason similarly as in11



the proof of Lemma 5 after reection of all points on the diagonal x = �y, i.e., afterthe transformation T (x; y) = (�x;�y) of the plane. The right down skeleton P is thustransformed to a skeleton T (P ) of T (S(P )[M(P )). The image T (C) of the k-chain C � Pis a k-chain in the skeleton T (P ) de�ning k + 1 regions. Observe that T (MR) lies in the�rst region and T (MT ) lies in the (k + 1)-st region of T (C) and that both are maximumchains of length �. We apply Lemma 5 and obtain a (k+2)-chain C 0S in T (S(P )[M(P ))with jC 0S j � jCj + �. According to the above observation, we may further assume thatT (MR) and T (MT ) are in CS . When these two chains are removed from C 0S we obtain a(k� 1)-chain CS � T (S(P )) of size at least jCj�� and T (CS) � S(P ) is the (k� 1)-chainsearched for.We denote the k-chain in P obtained from a (k � 1)-chain CS in S(P ) according toLemma 5 by �k(CS).Theorem 6 Let C1 be a maximum chain of Sk�1(P ) and Ci = �i(Ci�1), for 2 � i � k,then Ck is a maximum k-chain in P .Proof. By induction, suppose that Ck�1 is a maximum (k � 1)-chain in S(P ) and let �be the height of P . If there were a k-chain C � P with more points than �k(Ck�1) thenC would have more than jCk�1j+ � points, according to Lemma 5. Hence, by Lemma 6,there would be a (k � 1)-chain of size larger than jCk�1j in S(P ), a contradiction.Note that the proof of the above theorem also shows that the number of additionalpoints in each application of �` to a maximum (`� 1)-chain of Sk�`+1(P ) is equal to theheight of Sk�`(P ), for 2 � ` � k. Hence, we obtain the following corollary that is part (1)of Greene's Theorem for permutations (see Theorem 1).Corollary 1 A maximum k-chain of a point set P has sizeP0�i<k �i(P ) where �i(P ) isthe height of Si(P ).We are now prepared to provide an algorithm MAXMULTICHAIN (see Fig. 9) that,given a point set P and some k, computes a maximum k-chain of P . Some remarks aboutthis algorithm are in order. To dispose P means to release any memory space holdingthe points of P , which is necessary to keep the space requirement small. Recall that amaximum (k� 1)-chain may consist of fewer than k� 1 chains. This happens if CS equalsS and can be partitioned into less than k � 1 chains. Hence, there may be fewer than kregions of CS . If CS is empty (e.g., when k = 1), we assume that R1 is the whole plane.The partitioning of P according to the regions Ri of CS can be done with a single sweepfrom left to right halting at every point of P . The sweep line L contains its intersectionwith all the right layers of CS and is initialized to the y-coordinates of the left outgoinglines of these layers. Now a point p 2 P is easily assigned to its region. If the skeleton pointimmediately above p is in CS then the height of the intersection point of the correspondingright layer with the sweep line has to be adapted.Theorem 7 AlgorithmMAXMULTICHAIN(P; k) computes a maximum k-chain for a pointset P of size n in time O(kn logn) and linear space.12



MAXMULTICHAIN(P; k)CS  ;; C  ;;if k � 2 thenS  skeleton(P );M  marginal points(P );dispose P ;CS  MAXMULTICHAIN(S; k� 1);P  right down skeleton(S [M);R1; : : : ; Rl regions(CS);partition P into Pi  P \Ri, 1 � i � l;for i 1 to l doC  C [maximum chain(Pi);return C; Figure 9: Algorithm MAXMULTICHAINProof. According to Theorem 2, the skeleton, marginal points, and the canonical chainpartition of a point set of size n can be computed in O(n logn) time. The partitioningof P described above takes the same amount of time. The computation of the maxi-mum chains in each region take, again by Theorem 2, time O(Pli=1 jPij log(jPij)) whichis O(n logn). Since these estimations hold true in each recursive step, we have an overalltime O(kn logn).As far as the space requirement is concerned, the main problem is the computation of anew skeleton in each recursive step. But P is disposed and only its skeleton together withthe marginal points is retained. The number of marginal points in the i-th step equalstwice the number �i(P ) of layers of the i-th skeleton Si(P ), 0 � i � k. Thus, the amountof space that is needed for k recursions is O(2Pki=0 �i(P ) + jSk(P )j) which, by Lemma 2,is O(jP j).4 Maximum k-antichainsIn this section we prove some assertions made by Viennot [13] leading to an algorithmthat e�ciently computes k-antichains of a point set P .Let AS be a k-antichain in the skeleton S(P ) and let AS;1; : : : ; AS;k be the canonicalantichain partition of AS . It is easily seen that the intersection of P with the right downjump line L.(AS;i) is an antichain in P . Let us denote the k-antichain Ski=1 L.(AS;i)\Pof P by �(AS) (see Fig. 10). On the other hand, given a k-antichain A with canonicalpartition A1; : : : ; Ak we de�ne the k-antichain �(A) = Ski=1 L(Ai)\ S(P ) of S(P ). Recallthat a strict k-antichain is one that cannot be covered by less than k antichains.Lemma 7 Let P be a planar point set.1. If AS is a strict k-antichain of S(P ) then �(AS) is a k-antichain of P of size atleast jAS j+ k. 13



Figure 10: The �-operator.2. If A is a strict k-antichain of P then �(A) is a k-antichain of S(P ) of size at leastjAj � k.3. If AS is a strict maximum k-antichain then equality holds in 1 and �(AS) is a strictmaximum k-antichain, too.Proof. Let AS;1; : : : ; AS;k be the canonical right down antichain partition of AS . Eachskeleton point s 2 S(P ) has two de�ning points pL(s); pD(s) 2 P , one with the same y-coordinate to the left, the other with the same x-coordinate below. If we walk along a rightdown jump line L.(AS;i) from left to right we �nd between any two consecutive skeletonpoints s1; s2 of AS;i at least one of the de�ning points pD(s1) or pL(s2) on the jump line.Otherwise, the de�ning point pD(s1) would have y-coordinate smaller than that of s2 ands1 s2Figure 11: Intersecting lay-ers.
point pL(s2) would have x-coordinate smaller than that ofs1. But this implies that two layers of the canonical layerstructure of P intersect, which is impossible (see Fig. 11).Since the left and down de�ning point pL(sL) and pD(sR)of the leftmost and rightmost skeleton points sL and sR ofAS;i are always on the right down jump line, P \ L.(AS;i)contains at least one point more than AS;i. Summing over allAS;i we get the �rst inequality of the lemma.The second inequality is obtained similarly. One may ex-tend P by the two marginal chains and use the transforma-tion T (x; y) = (�x;�y). By Theorem 3, T (P ) is the skele-ton of T (S(P ) [ M(P )). Hence, by the above argument,j�(A)j � j�(T (A))j� 2k � jT (A)j � k since the two chains T (MT ) and T (MR) contributeat most 2k points to the k-antichain �(T (A)) in T (S(P )[M(P ).Suppose AS is a strict maximum k-antichain and let �(AS) be a strict k0-antichain withk0 � k. Then �(�(AS)) is a k0-antichain, hence k-antichain, of size at least j�(AS)j�k0 �jAS j+k�k0 in S(P ) and k0 = k since AS is maximum. Consequently, if A0 is a k-antichainof P , j�(AS)j � k � jAS j � �(A0) � jA0j � k, which implies that �(AS) is a maximumk-antichain. 14



MAXMULTIANTICHAIN(P; k)� number of layers of (P );if � � k thenreturn (P; �);elseS  skeleton(P );M  marginal points(P );dispose P ;(AS ; �0) MAXMULTIANTICHAIN(S; k);P  right down skeleton(S [M);A �(AS);if �0 < k thenadd k � �0 arbitrary points of P to A;return (A; k); Figure 12: Algorithm MAXMULTIANTICHAINTheorem 8 Let P be a point set and let k � �0(P ). There is an ` with 0 � ` < �(P ) and�`+1(P ) � k < �`(P ). The `-th skeleton S`(P ) contains a strict maximum k-antichain A`and �`(A`) is a maximum k-antichain of P of size jS`+1(P )j+ k` =Pki=0 ��i (P ).Proof. Since, by Lemma 2, the �i(P ) are decreasing in i and ��(P )(P ) = 0, there is an` such that the inequalities are satis�ed. S`+1(P ) itself is a strict maximum �`+1(P )-antichain and �(S`+1(P )) is a strict maximum �`+1(P )-antichain of S`(P ). The size of�(S`+1(P )) is jS`+1(P )j + �`+1(P ) by Lemma 7. Take a maximum chain C in S`(P ); ithas size �`(P ). Since �(S`+1(P )) intersects C in at most �`+1(P ) points and S`(P ) hassize jS`+1(P )j+�`(P ), there is no point of S`(P ) outside C[�(S`+1(P )) and we may addk��`+1(P ) arbitrary points of S`(P ) to �(S`+1(P )) to get a strict maximum k-antichainA` in S`(P ) of size jS`+1(P )j+ k. Now induction and application of Lemma 7 shows thetheorem.An algorithm computing a maximum k-antichain of P for given P and k is now easyto provide. For algorithm MAXMULTIANTICHAIN see Fig. 12.Theorem 9 Algorithm MAXMULTIANTICHAIN(P; k) computes a maximum k-antichainfor a point set P of size n in time O((n2=k) logn) and linear space.Proof. Since the algorithm simply mimics the proof of Theorem 8, it certainly computes amaximum k-antichain. The computation of the skeleton, marginal points, and the numberof layers takes time O(n logn). The � operator is implemented straightforwardly. For asweep line going from right to left computing the right down layers of AS may halt atpoints of P , too, and check whether they lie on a layer or not. Hence, the time neededfor one recursive step is O(n logn). According to Theorem 8, a maximum k-antichain hassize jS`+1j + k` � n. Thus, the number `+ 1 of recursions is bounded by n=k + 1. Thatthe amount of space needed remains linear is seen as in the proof of Theorem 7.15



5 Maximum weighted k-chainsGiven some weight w:P ! R on the points of a set P , we de�ne the weight of a k-chain asthe sum of the weights of its points. A maximum weighted k-chain has maximum weightamong all weights of k-chains of P . Such maximum weighted k-chains can be found in asimilar way as maximum k-chains. Unfortunately, the corresponding algorithm is e�cientonly if k is small.In the following assume that the weights w are positive integers. With this assumptionthe weighted case can be simulated by the unweighted one. Though the algorithms workon the weighted point set itself the proofs of correctness are based on the following idea.We expand each point p 2 P into a tiny chain C(p) of w(p) points, where tiny means thatthe chain is contained within a tiny box of sidelength � where � is less than the minimumdistance in x- or y-coordinates of the points of P (recall that we assume all points to havedi�erent x- and y-coordinates). Denote the expanded set of points by P 0. Now considerthe skeleton S(P 0) of P 0. Let p; q be two points of P with px < qx. It is easily seen that ifthere are any skeleton points in S(P 0) having their de�ning points in the tiny chains C(p)and C(q) then all skeleton points with this property again �t into a box B of sidelength�. In this case, locate a weighted skeleton point between p and q (i.e., at (px; qy)) and giveit a weight equal to the number of skeleton points contained in box B. The resulting setof weighted skeleton points is the weighted skeleton S(P;w).The weighted skeleton S(P;w) can also be obtained without resorting to set P 0 of mul-tiplied points. We translate the actions of Algorithm SKELETON (see Fig. 3 of Section 2)that constructs the skeleton S(P 0) of P 0 with sweep line L0 into actions of an AlgorithmSKELETON-WEIGHTED (see Fig. 13) that constructs the corresponding weighted skeletonS(P;w) of P with sweep line L. As a byproduct Algorithm SKELETON-WEIGHTED alsocomputes a maximum weighted chain of P .If the y-coordinates of a setM of markers on L0 di�er by an amount smaller than � thenthey correspond to a weighted marker m on L with weight W (m) = jM j. The insertionof a point p 2 P with weight w(p) in L corresponds to the w(p) insertions of points fromC(p) � P 0 into L0. Let m be the next marker above p. If jC(p)j is greater or equal to thenumber W (m) of markers on L0 that correspond to m then W (m) new skeleton pointsin S(P 0) are generated. Hence, we have to generate a new skeleton point in S(P;w) ofweight W (m) and remove markerm. If jC(p)j > W (m) there remain W = jC(p)j�W (m)points of C(p) for insertion. Hence, the next marker on L is searched and the procedure isrepeated until there is no further marker on L or there is one markerm0 withW (m0) > W .Comparing with the corresponding situation in P 0 we �nd the necessary action. A skeletonpoint of weight W is generated and the weight of marker m0 is updated to W (m0) �W .With this kind of considerations it can be veri�ed that Algorithm SKELETON-WEIGHTEDyields the weighted skeleton of (P;w).For the maximum weighted chain computation observe that either all or none of thepoints of C(p), for some p 2 P , are contained in a maximum chain in P 0. Thus, a maximumchain in P 0 corresponds to a maximum weighted chain in P and vice versa. As will beseen later the same holds true of maximum weighted k-chains in P and maximum k-chainsin P 0.The weighted skeleton thus computed has many points with equal x- or y-coordinateand we want to compute the weighted skeleton of a skeleton repeatedly. Thus, we perturb16



SKELETON-WEIGHTED(P;w)insert dummy du in L with W (du) +1 at height +1;link(du) nil;S  ;;for each p 2 P from left to right doinsert a new marker m0 in L with m0y  py;W (m0) w(p);point(m0) p;m next marker below p on L;link(p) point(m);m next marker above p on L;W  w(p);while W � W (m) doadd skeleton point (Lx; my) with weight W (m) to S;W  W �W (m);remove m from L;m next marker above p on L;if m 6= du and W > 0 thenadd skeleton point (Lx; my) with weight W to S;W (m) W (m)�W ;v  point(m), m uppermost marker on L; C  fvg;while link(v) 6= nil dov  link(v); C  C [ fvg;return S;C; Figure 13: Algorithm SKELETON-WEIGHTEDthem according to the simple procedure mentioned in section 2 before we use them in anyfurther computation. Consequently, we may assume that all coordinates of points of theinput instance are di�erent.Computing the weighted skeleton S(P;w) with algorithm SKELETON-WEIGHTEDtakes time O((jP j + jS(P;w)j) log(jP j + jS(P;w)j)). In contrast to the unweighted case,the weighted skeleton may contain more points than the original point set. Fortunately,there cannot be much more such points.Lemma 8 The number of weighted skeleton points in S(P;w) is at most twice the numberof points in P .Proof. If a skeleton point s 2 S(P;w) has no other skeleton point s0 above it is assignedto its de�ning point p 2 P below. Otherwise, it is assigned to its de�ning point to theleft. Note that in the second case skeleton point s was generated under the conditionW � W (m), hence, m was removed and, consequently, there is no skeleton point s0 to theright of s. A point p 2 P gets assigned the highest skeleton point above it or the furthestskeleton point to its right or both. Therefore, no point p gets assigned more than twoskeleton points. 17



s s1C(p) p1p2 s2Figure 14: This cannot happen, a jump line of CS separating C(p). Gray areas do notcontain points of P 0 or S(P 0).The interesting fact now is that Algorithm MAXMULTICHAIN (see Fig. 9 of Section 3)may be used nearly without changes to compute a maximum weighted k-chain. The onlyproblem is that we have not yet de�ned what the marginal points of a weighted point setshould be. But we can do without marginal points if we resign to dispose any set of points.This does no harm since the space requirement will be high anyway.Theorem 10 Let CS be a maximum weighted (k � 1)-chain in S(P;w). Then takinga maximum weighted chain of points P \ R in each of the k regions R of CS yields amaximum weighted k-chain of P .Proof. By induction, a maximum weighted (k � 1)-chain CS of S(P ) corresponds to amaximum (k�1)-chain C 0S of the skeleton S(P 0) of P 0. The selection of a maximum chainin the point sets P 0 \ R for each region R of the k regions of C 0S would give a maximumk-chain of P 0. This does not immediately yield a maximum weighted k-chain of P sincesome points of the chain C(p) � P 0 replacing a point p of P might fall in one region andsome in another. We claim that this cannot happen. Since there is no skeleton point inthe � box containing C(p), it is separated either by a vertical or horizontal segment of ajump line of some chain. It cannot be vertical, for there is no skeleton point below C(p).Now suppose that a horizontal segment between two skeleton points s and s1 separatesC(p) (see Fig. 14). The y-coordinate of s1 equals the y-coordinate of some point p1 2 C(p).Let p2 be be the immediate predecessor of p1 in C(p). Since there is no skeleton point tothe left of C(p) the point s has to be dominated by p2 and by s2, the skeleton point onthe outgoing line of p2. Also s2 < s1, hence, CS [ fs2g is a (k � 1)-chain. If s2 is not amember of CS this contradicts the maximality of CS . On the other hand, s2 cannot bea member of CS , since CS has a decomposition into (k � 1) noncrossing jump lines, oneof them joining s and s1. A jump line containing s2 however has to leave s2 upwards andhence crosses the jump line of s and s1.We have thus proved that there is a correspondence between the regions R0i of C 0Sand the regions Ri of CS , for 1 � i � k, in such a way that a chain C(p) is completelycontained in R0i i� p is contained in Ri. Applying Theorem 6 to the expanded point set,18



we obtain that all maximum weighted chains from regions Ri together form a maximumweighted k-chain.In analogy to the unweighted case, we set S0w(P ) = P and let Skw(P ) = S(Sk�1w (P ); w)be the k-th weighted skeleton of P . We denote the weighted k-chain in P obtained from aweighted (k � 1)-chain CS in S(P;w) according to Theorem 10 by �k(CS).Theorem 11 Let C1 be a maximum weighted chain of Sk�1w (P ) and C` = �`(C`�1), for2 � ` � k, then Ck is a maximum weighted k-chain in P .Theorem 12 A maximum weighted k-chain of a weighted point set P can be obtained inO(2kjP j log(2kjP j)) time and O(2kjP j) space.Proof. As was already pointed out, to construct the weighted skeleton for a weighted pointset P takes time O(jP j log jP j). The point location of points P in the regions de�ned by a(k� 1)-chain CS can be done with the help of a sweep line in time O(jP j log jCSj+ jCS j)).This amounts to a total running time of O(P1�i�k 2ijP j log(2ijP j)), since jSiwj � 2ijP j byLemma 8. The bound on the space is given by O(P1�i�k 2ijP j).A maximum weighted k-chain of a point set P with rational or real weights can be com-puted by the very same algorithm. The proof of correctness then requires some additionalstandard rescaling and approximation arguments.As the algorithm of this section makes sense only for small values of k it would havebeen nice to have a complementary method for large k. Unfortunately, we have not beenable to extend the algorithm of Section 4 to the weighted case so that the running timeremains independent from the weights.References[1] S. Even, A. Pnueli, and A. Lempel. Permutation graphs and transitive graphs. J. ofthe ACM, 19:400{410, 1972.[2] A. Frank. On chain and antichain families of partially ordered sets. J. Comb. Th. (B),29:176{184, 1980.[3] M. L. Fredman. On computing the length of longest increasing subsequences. Discr.Math., 11:29{35, 1975.[4] F. Gavril. Algorithms for maximum k-colorings and maximum k-coverings of transi-tive graphs. Networks, 17:465{470, 1987.[5] C. Greene. An extension of Schensted's theorem. Adv. in Math., 14:254{265, 1974.[6] C. Greene. Some partitions associated with a partially ordered set. J. Comb. Th. (A),20:69{79, 1976.[7] C. Greene and D. J. Kleitman. The structure of sperner k-families. J. Comb. Th. (A),20:41{68, 1976. 19
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